FOLD HERE ON EDGE OF DOOR

INSTALL WITH KNOB CATCH TOWARD DOOR EDGE

2 3/8" BACKSET

SURFACE INSTALLATION

TEMPLATEx FOR INSTALLING SCHLAGE A170 DUMMY TRIM

SCREW HOLES FOR ATTACHING MOUNTING PLATE

MARK FOR SCREW HOLES AT POINTS INDICATED BY SMALL ARROWS.

SEE REVERSE BEFORE INSTALLING
DIRECTIONS:
1. Draw height line for Dummy Trim across edge of door (suggested height is 38" from floor). When installing on inactive leaf of a pair of doors, dummy trim should be installed at same height line and backset (distance from edge of door to center of lock trim) as the lock on the active door.
2. Place template on door and mark door through template (3) holes for attaching mounting plate.
3. Prepare dummy trim for installation as follows: Insert small screw driver through hole in side of knob shank and apply pressure. Slide knob off spindle. Remove rose, place mounting plate on door and line up in position with marks for screw holes. Insert screws and tighten. Place rose in position and snap over spring clip on mounting plate. (Threaded roses are unmounted and mounted by rotating bushing with spanner wrench.) Place knob on spindle and push into position.
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